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The goals of this (sub)project were twofold:

• Study in as realistic a way as possible the capability of the   
ILC to examine the physics of a large number(242) of random   
points in MSSM parameter space. Such a large-scale study   
of points not tied to a specific model, e.g., MSUGRA, has    
never been done.  (We’re now studying several thousand..)

→ We don’t know how SUSY is broken so an analysis 
which is as model-independent as possible is extremely    
valuable

• Examine the capability of the ILC to distinguish (162) pairs of 
points in parameter space which lead to essentially identical, 
so called  `degenerate’,  signatures at the LHC#.

#Arkani-Hamed etal., hep-ph/0512190
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How : 

• Pick one of the models@. Simulate SUSY signal events with  PYTHIA   
and CompHEP feeding in Whizard/GuineaPig  generated beam   
spectrum for ILC

• Add the SM backgrounds:  all 2 -> 2, 4 & 6  (e+ e-, γe & γγ) full matrix   
element processes (1016) produced by Tim Barklow

• Pipe this all through the java-based SiD fast detect simulation  
org.lcsim (vanilla version)

• Assuming Ecm=500 GeV, L=500 fb-1 with Pe- =80%, analyze after   
appropriate generalized, i.e., model-independent cuts are applied..  
this is highly non-trivial requiring many iterations

→→ ADD lots (and lots) of time…& >1 CPU century

@ To connect w/ LHC we use the models of Arkani-Hamed etal., hep-ph/0512190
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All ee,γe,γγ → 2,4,6 processes w/ full matrix 
elements included, e.g., 
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The use of full matrix elements for the SM background is 
important: PYTHIA  can underestimates backgrounds…

Full matrix elements 
produce a larger 
amplitude & a longer 
tail…

WHIZARD

PYTHIA
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Kinematic Accessibility (≠ Observability)

Out of 242 models at 500 GeV,  
61+91+5=157/242 ~ 65% have no 
trivially observable signal at the 
ILC…the percentage will be a bit 
higher after some further 
investigation as discussed later.
But this fraction is much smaller 
at 1 TeV ~ 7%

This is a strong argument for 
1 TeV as soon as possible!

→

→
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L- & R- selectrons & smuons
These are comparable spectra

Selectron/smuon and 
stau mass spectra for 
the set of models that 
we consider

Stau-1 & stau-2 spectra 
are quite different due to 
sizeable mixing
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Tau selection criteria

(ID2)

(ID1)
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Stau observation cuts
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Evis for each tau candidate

RH    SPS1a’

LH    SPS1a’

←SM background

←SM background

SPS1a’ :
An easy warm-up 
exercise as it leads to
very large signal rates

For SPS1a’ the `standard’
analysis works just fine for 
both beam polarizations 
since the signal is far larger 
than the significant SM
background
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LH 

←SM background

←SM background

RH For our set of models, 
the signal rates can be far 
smaller compared to the 
significant SM backgrounds.

Out of the 28 models with 
kinematically accessible 
staus, only 12(11) are visible  
(with Sig > 5) for LH(RH) 
beam polarization. 13/28 are 
visible combining both 
polarization samples.

This is not great…
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The main problem is the large SM background infecting the 
`tau-jet’ energy distribution & we need to find out where it 
comes from & how to deal with it…

Another issue is that there can be `fake’ signals produced by 
the decay of other SUSY particles…a good example is 
provided by the decay of the lightest chargino through a 
virtual W

χ+
1 → χ0

1 W*

when the chargino-neutralino mass difference is small ~ a
few GeV or less

The virtual W decay produces a τ-like final state so that the 
chargino looks like a stau. The large background also makes 
the separation of real from fakes difficult.
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Charginos are seen in many different analyses…many 
have small mass splittings.

Green = radiative only Blue = off-shell W Red = missed
Black = stable only           Magenta = off-shell W & radiative
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The current SiD vanilla detector design does not allow for low 
angle tracking, so doesn’t have particle ID below ~140 mrad. 
Thus muons at low angles are completely missed if they are too 
energetic to deposit energy into EM clusters.  

This implies that certain gamma-induced processes constitute a 
significant background to stau production, particularly in the case 
where such energetic muons are produced but one is not 
reconstructed and the beam electron/positron receives a sufficient 
transverse kick to be detected. 

In this case, the final visible state is just an electron and a muon, 
which would pass the standard tau ID preselection.  We can also 
employ an alternative tau preselection criteria, which rejects the 
electron decay channel, eliminating this background at the price of 
reducing the signal correspondingly by roughly 30%. → ID2

But this loss of signal is worth it as we’ll see…
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SM Backgrounds
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RH    SPS1a’

Background
↓

SPS1a’ revisited
with ID2

Using this new tau 
selection the SM 
backgrounds are 
now quite tiny & 
SPS1a’ really stands 
out !

LH   SPS1a’

Background
↓
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RH

Background
↓

With the second ID criteria
S/B is vastly improved for 
our model set as well

20/28 (14/28) are visible 
with LH(RH) polarization 
for a total of 21/28 when 
both samples are 
combined…which is a big 
improvement!

..however, there remains 
the issue of fakes…SPS1a’
has no fakes in this 
channel

LH

Background
↓
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RH

LH

fakes

fakes

Background
↓

Background
↓

Going to ID2 does not 
help much with fakes if
only this reconstructed 
tau energy observable is 
Used in the analysis…
although the fake induced 
spectra are seen to be 
somewhat softer 
employing ID2
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RH

RH fakes

How about

Background
↓

Background
↓ The effective mass is 

also not a too useful 
an observable to 
remove fakes.

Too many similarities
between the real and 
fake distributions if 
we have a wide 
spectrum of models
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RH

LH

Background
↓

Background
↓

Another possibility…

Here is the reconstructed 
invariant mass of all the 
visible particles from the 
tau decays using ID1
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RH

fakes

Background
↓

Here is the reconstructed 
invariant mass of all the 
visible particles using ID1
for fakes

There is some separation
power here but the 
backgrounds are too large 
using ID1…LH

fakes

Background
↓
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RH

LH

Background
↓

Background
↓

Going to ID2 with the 
invariant mass increases 
S/B substantially for real 
staus…

In the RH case the 
background is now almost
absent
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RH

LH

fakes

fakes

Background
↓

Background
↓

BUT going to ID2 with 
the  invariant mass 
variable also removes
fakes…

Thus ID2 not only helps
with S/B for real staus 
but is extremely useful
at removing fakes..
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SUMMARY

For general MSSM models the visibility of staus is made 
somewhat problematic due to beam induced SM backgrounds
arising from the lack of low angle tracking.

Furthermore it increases the possible confusion with other 
SUSY signals such as chargino production.

In our analysis we resolved both these issues but dropping 
tau decays to the electron final state which reduces the signal 
rate but substantially improves S/B.

However, having low angle tracking will allow for a substantial 
increase in statistics while maintaining signal cleanliness.
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BACKUP SLIDES
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A Few Comments on AKTW Model Generation

• There are certainly other ways one could have chosen to generate a   
set of models: parameter ranges, prior `tilts’,  etc... We are studying   
these alternatives now.

• These models satisfy the LEPII constraints as well as the Tevatron naïve   
squark and gluino bounds but not,  e.g.,  WMAP, g-2, b → sγ, direct dark  
matter searches,  Higgs  search constraints,  precision electroweak    
data, etc…

• To be specific and to deal with LHC distinguishability issues we will use   
these models for our study. 

• We are now making our own much larger model set satisfying all the   
known constraints. This requires many different codes to talk to each 
other & lots of time for code testing & development & for actual model  
generation. 

• Recall there is major filtering required: generate 108 models to get a few 
thousand (??)
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